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Abstract: A detailed understanding of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) processes is key to improve
forecasting of pollution dispersion and cloud dynamics in the context of future climate scenarios.
International networks of automatic lidars and ceilometers (ALC) are gathering valuable data that
allow for the height of the ABL and its sublayers to be derived in near real time. A new generation
of advanced methods to automatically detect the ABL heights now exist. However, diversity in
ALC models means these algorithms need to be tailored to instrument-specific capabilities. Here,
the advanced algorithm STRATfinder is presented for application to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
ALC observations, and results are compared to an automatic algorithm designed for low-SNR
measurements (CABAM). The two algorithms are evaluated for application in an operational network
setting. Results indicate that the ABL heights derived from low-SNR ALC have increased uncertainty
during daytime deep convection, while high-SNR observations can have slightly reduced capabilities
in detecting shallow nocturnal layers. Agreement between the ALC-based methods is similar when
either is compared to the ABL heights derived from temperature profile data. The two independent
methods describe very similar average diurnal and seasonal variations. Hence, high-quality products
of ABL heights may soon become possible at national and continental scales.

Keywords: boundary layer height; lidar; ceilometer; ALC network; E-PROFILE

1. Introduction

Automatic lidars and ceilometers (ALC) are operated in dense networks to monitor cloud base
height (CBH) for the support of surface-based weather observations (e.g., at airports) and the evaluation
of numerical weather prediction models [1]. With recent advances in measurement technology and
algorithm development [2], high quality attenuated backscatter profiles are increasingly recorded
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by ALC networks. These observations allow for the detection of aerosol layers [3] and the height
of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and its sublayers to be determined [4,5]. More long-term
observations of the ABL heights in a variety of geographical settings are urgently needed, e.g., for the
interpretation of near-surface pollutant concentrations [6–8], model evaluation [9], and carbon budget
assessment [10,11].

To automatically derive ABL heights from ALC observations, advanced methods have been
developed, with ‘second-generation’ algorithms (e.g., [12–22]) now becoming available. The two
steps of analysis involve: (1) examination of recorded attenuated backscatter profiles for regions of
significant change indicating layer boundaries and (2) layer attribution to determine the type of ABL
sublayer. The task of layer attribution has been identified as the main challenge for the automatic
detection of ABL heights [16]. The most pronounced layer boundary usually occurs between the ABL
and the free troposphere above, defining the height of the ABL (ABLH). Sublayers such as the mixed
layer and the residual layer (RL) can be distinguished. Here, the term “mixed layer” is used to describe
the lowest atmospheric layer in which aerosols and moisture are dispersed by recent mixing processes
during both night and day. The layer may be of any atmospheric stability. The mixed layer height
(MLH) marks the boundary to the residual layer and, when the mixed layer extends over the whole
ABL, MLH equals ABLH.

It has been demonstrated that uncertainties in the observed attenuated backscatter differ between
ALC models [23] but also may depend on the specific hardware and software setup [24]. Data processing
and correction procedures have been developed recently (e.g., [24,25]) that allow for the harmonization
of attenuated backscatter observations from various sensors. Still, instrument specifics mean ALC
commonly deployed in national and international measurement networks do not always have the
same capabilities. Two critical sensor-related issues for detection of the ABL heights are the following:

(a) The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) determines how well layers can be detected. SNR depends
on the composition of the probed atmosphere (amount of aerosol, moisture) and the lidar
system [26]. Relatively high noise can create false signatures in the attenuated backscatter that
may be mistaken for a physical layer boundary. As the signal returned to the detector from
a homogeneous atmosphere decreases with increasing distance from the sensor (i.e., range),
ALC with inherently lower power and/or higher noise associated with the lidar system provide
particularly low SNR observations not only for reduced aerosol load but also during deep ABL
convection. This increases the uncertainties in detection of ABL heights.

(b) Some ALC have a large ‘blind zone’ or greater uncertainty in the very near range due to the
incomplete optical overlap between the transmitter and receiver unit. This limits the detection of
shallow layers within the ABL, which often occur with stable atmospheric stratification at night.
Other ALC have a near-complete optical overlap, allowing shallow layers (< 100 m above ground
level, agl) to be derived.

Commonly deployed ALC can be split into low- and high-SNR sensors, with varying optical
overlap and near-range uncertainties. To obtain spatially consistent data products, the EUMETNET
E-PROFILE program [27] is developing tools for application to ground-based profiling networks
(https://e-profile.eu). To best exploit the respective capabilities of high-SNR and low-SNR ALC types,
tailored algorithms (Section 2) are proposed for application in a network setting such as E-PROFILE.
STRATfinder, a high-SNR ALC algorithm, combines advantages from both STRAT-2D/STRAT+ [14–16]
and pathfinderTURB [22]. The CABAM algorithm [17,28] for low-SNR ALC has been made more
flexible for network application. The algorithms are applied to long-term datasets gathered by high-SNR
and low-SNR ALC sensors co-located at two sites with differing ABL characteristics. Results are
evaluated against thermodynamic ABL indicators, before their agreement is assessed for individual
measurement periods and based on their ability to capture diurnal and seasonal average ABL heights
(Section 3). Applicability of the algorithms to other ALC models is discussed and site and sensor
specific considerations for the implementation of automatic MLH detection across a diverse network
are identified (Section 4) before overall conclusions are summarised (Section 5).

https://e-profile.eu
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2. Materials and Methods

Two tailored algorithms are evaluated for application in a network setting: STRATfinder for
high-SNR (Section 2.1) and CABAM for low-SNR ALC data processing (Section 2.2). Both rely solely
on ALC observations, i.e., profiles of attenuated backscatter and CBH. Additional quality control steps
are implemented to flag physically unreasonable MLH results obtained by either of the two methods
(Section 2.3). For independent reference, thermodynamic ABL heights are determined from Aircraft
Meteorological Data Relay (AMDAR) profile observations (Section 2.4). The evaluation is performed
based on observations at two E-PROFILE stations (Section 2.5).

2.1. STRATfinder for High-SNR ALC

STRATfinder tracks MLH and ABLH, providing a full picture of the boundary layer configuration
over a 24 h period at 1 min resolution. Layers are traced using the graph-based “pathfinder” [13]
approach, which determines the optimised “path” between two points in a two-dimensional field of
“weights” by minimising a cost function. More details on the ‘pathfinder’ method are provided in
previous studies [13,22]. High weights are defined within the mixed layer and residual layer, while
regions with low weights guide the path along the layer boundaries. Weights are low where strong
negative vertical gradients in attenuated backscatter occur. The high SNR allows for the temporal
variance introduced by entrainment at the top of the mixed layer [15] to be exploited. As variance is
particularly strong at the top of the mixed layer during the morning growth and during daytime when
air from the residual layer or the free troposphere is being mixed into the lowest atmospheric layer,
a second field of weights is defined by the inverse of the attenuated backscatter variance so that low
weights again mark the top of the mixed layer. The search regions for ABLH and MLH are restricted
by pre-defined limits (Appendix A).

STRATfinder (written in MATLAB version 2017b, licensed under the GNU General Public
License v3.0) uses the following steps (Figure 1):

1. The temporal variance field is calculated from 15 s data at block intervals and window length
defined by the user (Table A1). Here, variance is calculated every 10 min over sliding windows of
1 h to capture the essential spectral information content. To avoid high signals associated with
clouds introducing additional variability, a moving average with range (height) is calculated.
Any instance exceeding a set threshold (Table A1) is excluded from the calculations. Subsequently,
attenuated backscatter observations are detrended and a high-pass filter applied with a cut off to
remove meso-scale variations [22]. Finally, variance is estimated using a fast Fourier transform
function [22].

2. To standardise the output, attenuated backscatter is block-averaged to a temporal resolution of
1 min and a range resolution of 30 m. Range is converted to height above ground level (agl)
accounting for the beam tilt angle. A smooth field of attenuated backscatter is generated using
gaussian blur and 2D anisotropic diffusion [22].

3. Vertical gradients are calculated from the log10 of the smoothed attenuated backscatter.
4. Two weights fields are estimated: (1) inverse of the vertical gradient field and (2) combined

gradient and variance indicators. High weights are set to block the path where vertical gradients
are positive or small in magnitude and variance is low.

5. Several characteristic heights are specified by the user to define the limits constraining the search
regions for ABLH and MLH. An auxiliary layer height (XLH) is tracked backwards in time from
midnight to noon to assist MLH detection during the evening decay of the mixed layer.

6. The Dijkstra algorithm [29] is applied to track MLH, XLH, and ABLH. The path minimises the
cost function across a user-defined time window (Table A1). Individual paths are connected to
determine MLH and ABLH for the whole 24 h period. ABLH detection relies on the weights
specified by the gradient field, as does the tracking of XLH and MLH detection before the morning
growth onset. To detect the MLH between the morning growth and midnight, the weights field
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combining gradient and variance characteristics is used. At the start of each layer search, the first
vertical profile of weights is evaluated for local minima (with Nmin = number of local minima).
If an ABLH estimate is already available from the previous day, the starting point for the ABLH
search is set to the last height of this layer, or otherwise to the (Nmin·0.75)th local minimum.
Search for MLH and XLH starts at the height of the (Nmin·0.25)th local minimum. For every
consecutive search window, the end point of the layer detected in the prior window is used as the
starting point. At times, no reasonable path is traceable to significant negative vertical gradients
in attenuated backscatter. When this occurs, the whole search window is removed from final
output by applying an overall threshold to the cost of a given path.

7. The auxiliary layer XLH and the preliminary MLH are merged to give the final MLH estimate.
If the difference between the first and maximum XLH is smaller than the minimum difference
between XLH and MLH, MLH is set to XLH up from sunset. Otherwise, the two layers are
connected from the point where they are in shortest distance to each other. Intermediate results
of XLH (MLH) before (after) that connection point are discarded.

8. If the variance exceeds a threshold (Table A1) for 75% of the profile below CBH, precipitation
is considered to impede successful layer detection and tracking of both MLH and ABLH
is interrupted.

Figure 1. Steps taken by the STRATfinder algorithm to track mixed layer height (MLH) and atmospheric
boundary layer height (ABLH) based on raw data from high-SNR automatic lidars and ceilometers
(ALC). The auxiliary layer height (XLH) is an intermediate product. See text for further explanation.

While STRAT-2D/STRAT+ and pathfinderTURB have been evaluated against ABLH estimates
from radiosondes and expert manual detection [15,22], the new STRATfinder (version 2019.3) has
not yet been assessed. Compared to STRAT-2D/STRAT+, STRATfinder’s main advantages are the
implementation of the pathfinding algorithm and the definition of reasonable boundaries for the search
region. The main advantage of STRATfinder compared to pathfinderTURB is its simplicity, more
user-friendly setup, and its applicability to a 24 h period (pathfinderTURB only has daytime MLH
detection capability).

2.2. CABAM for Low-SNR ALC

The CABAM algorithm, developed for low-SNR ALC observations [17], tracks MLH and additional
layers forming the RL, while taking into account the presence of clouds. Following the detection
of significant vertical gradients in the attenuated backscatter profiles, layers are connected using a
dynamic decision-tree with rules varying through the day. As precipitation hinders MLH detection,
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affected periods are filtered out automatically, using indicators derived from attenuated backscatter
profiles. A first-order estimate of ABLH is calculated as the median of all layers recorded at any given
timestep. Automatic layer detection and attribution are performed at the raw resolution of the data,
and final results are block-averaged to 15 min (time ending). The code is written in R [30]. In addition
to the MLH and RL detection, CABAM includes a module to classify ABL conditions by cloud cover
and cloud type (convective or stratiform) [28]. MLH results were successfully evaluated against
independent reference measurements [17] and compared to mixing heights derived from Doppler lidar
profiles [31].

CABAM algorithm improvements (version 2019.3) include: a more dynamic near-range
module [17], more flexibility for network use, and a new module (Supplementary Materials S.1)
to improve performance during deep convection (>2000 m) when the ALC’s low SNR frequently leads
to false layer detection within the ABL and thereby a systematic under-estimation of daytime MLH.

2.3. Quality Control

As both methods, STRATfinder (Section 2.1) and CABAM (Section 2.2), occasionally yield physically
unreasonable MLH results, additional post-processing quality control steps are implemented:

1. Low MLH caused by precipitation: Although both methods aim to assess if precipitation is
hindering MLH detection, results still include periods during or after rainfall affecting the ALC
measurements leading to low MLH. For STRATfinder, MLH below the 15th percentile statistics by
season (winter = DJF, spring = MAM, summer = JJA, and autumn = SON) and time relative to
sunrise based on all available results (Section 3.1) are flagged if precipitation is detected within a
45 min window of the interval or if more than 2 h of a day are flagged to be severely affected by
precipitation. Gaps of up to 2 h between these flagged periods are also flagged. For CABAM,
days (sunrise until sunset) or nights (sunset until sunrise) with more than 3 h of precipitation
inhibiting successful MLH detection are flagged completely.

2. At times, the CABAM near-range module does not successfully discard some candidate layers
below 200 m. STRATfinder search limits falsely allow a path near the overlap-related minimum
detection limit to be followed. These false layer detections by either algorithm result in layers with
hardly any variability in layer height below 300 m even during daytime when turbulent exchange
clearly establishes a convective boundary layer above (as is evident from manual inspection of
the attenuated backscatter). Such daytime conditions are flagged between March and October if
more than 50% of the MLH results h later than 5 h after sunrise remain below 300 m or if MLH
actually exceeds 450 m at some time between sunrise and solar noon, and MLH then falls again
below 300 m before sunset.

3. Both methods occasionally show MLH temporal inconsistencies (i.e., very unlikely changes in
magnitude). If the MLH increase (decrease) at midnight is greater than 500 m, periods between
midnight and sunrise (sunset and midnight) are flagged. Further, if MLH increases by more than
500 m 15 min−1 at any other time during the night, periods are flagged either up to a decrease by
more than 500 m 15 min−1 or up to sunrise if no strong decrease occurs. If the MLH increases by
more than 500 m 15 min−1 before 4 h after sunrise, the periods until 4 h after sunrise are flagged.

4. The relation between CBH and MLH is used to assess potential false layer attribution by CABAM.
If CBH indicates clouds are forming at the top of the ABL before 2 h prior to sunset and MLH is
found more than 200 m below the CBH for a time window of at least 1 h, MLH is flagged as a
likely underestimation.

5. If no clear nocturnal boundary layer near the ground is detected, CABAM results during the night
may represent the residual layer during spring and summer. If the minimum MLH in the three
hours before sunrise is located above 900 m, MLH up to 3 h after sunrise is flagged. Or if MLH
exceeds 2000 m within 5 h of sunrise, MLH greater than this height is flagged for the whole day.
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Any 15 min periods flagged by these quality control restrictions are excluded from the analysis
(Section 3). Settings for this quality control (time periods, thresholds) are chosen based on results
obtained at the two sites. Objective criteria to determine appropriate settings need to be developed for
application in a diverse sensor network.

2.4. Thermodynamic ABL Indicators from Profile Observations

Air temperature profiles from the Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay (AMDAR; [32]) system are
analysed to determine ABL heights. When the atmosphere is of unstable stratification, the parcel
method [33] is applied to derive the height to which an air parcel at ambient temperature can rise
adiabatically. Assuming gradients in temperature, humidity, and aerosol profiles similarly mark the
top of the mixed layer, this height (zPM) can be considered a proxy for MLH. For stable or neutral
stratification, the MLH often coincides with the height of the first temperature inversion (z∆T) agl.
The latter rather marks the top of the residual layer when no significant inversion is established near
the MLH.

AMDAR profiles are processed applying the method previously used in London [17]. To create a
homogeneous dataset, cubic splines with a 50 m resolution starting from the first available observation
agl are fit through the temperature profiles. Only flights reporting data below 1500 m agl are included.
Each flight is assigned to an airport based on the lowest observation in the profile and to a 15 min
time interval based on measurement time closest to 1000 m agl. Pressure heights are converted to
heights agl [34] using the surface pressure observations reported at the respective airport site. Flights
are separated by flight number and reporting time. For each time interval, the flight with the most
data points is selected.

To reduce outliers in the layer heights derived from AMDAR profiles, z∆T values are removed if
they exceed a seasonally dependant threshold (winter—2000 m, spring—3500 m, summer—3500 m,
and autumn—2500 m). At times, the thermodynamic layer height derived using the parcel method
responds to the height of the residual layer rather than the MLH. To exclude such cases from comparison,
zPM values are removed if they exceed 1500 m before 11:00 UTC and 1000 m before 10:00 UTC. Further,
outliers are removed if between sunrise + 4 h and sunset they deviate by more than 1000 m from the
period median.

2.5. Observations and Measurement Sites

The two ABL algorithms are assessed at two E-PROFILE sites (Payerne, Switzerland, and Palaiseau,
France) with ALC data analysed for nearly 3 years (Jan 2017–Nov 2019) and 4.5 years (June 2015–Nov
2019), respectively. Rural Payerne (46◦ 48′ 53′′ N, 6◦ 56′ 33′′ E; 490 m above sea level) differs from
suburban Palaiseau at the SIRTA site [35] (48◦ 43′ 5′′ N, 2◦ 12′ 27′′ E; 160 m above sea level) south of
Paris, as aerosol concentrations are generally higher at the latter. During the periods analysed here,
annual average precipitation ranged from 647 mm (2017) to 864 mm (2019) mm at Payerne and 571 mm
(2019) to 713 mm (2016) at Palaiseau. Previous ABL studies at these locations provide valuable insights
regarding ABL heights (e.g., [5,22,36]) that were considered when choosing the site-specific settings
(Appendix A).

At both sites, two of the most commonly deployed ALC are operated simultaneously: the Lufft
CHM15k with a Nd:YAG solid-state laser and the Vaisala CL31 with a laser-diode. At Payerne (Palaiseau),
the distance between the two ALC is about 220 m (10 m), while they probe an area of about 2–3 m−2 at
2000 m range given a beam divergence of < 0.5 mrad. Palaiseau CL31 data are unavailable for July–Nov
2016 because of laser repairs.

Instrument characteristics such as the laser pulse energy and receiver aperture affect the recorded
backscattered signal power. Given the emitted power of the CHM15k is much greater than for the CL31
(Table 1), the two ALC models are classified as high SNR and low SNR, respectively. As a combination
of instrument characteristics affect the SNR [26], it can be determined based on observations using
different approaches for photon counting sensors [37], such as the CHM15k, and analogue detectors [24],
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such as the CL31. The main difference affecting MLH detection is that the low SNR of the CL31
does not allow for variance fields used by STRATfinder (Section 2.1) to be derived. Hence, data
from the CHM15K are processed with STRATfinder and from the CL31 with CABAM, respectively.
Prior to applying the ABLH detection algorithms, corrections are performed on the field of attenuated
backscatter from both ALC types.

Table 1. Instrument specifics for selected ALC models.

Instrument Specifics Vaisala Lufft
CL31 CL51 CHM8k CHM15k

Laser wavelength [nm] ~905 ~905 ~905 1064
Emitted power [mW] 12.0 19.5 24.0 59.5

Laser pulse energy [µJ] 1.2 3.0 2.0 8.0
Pulse repetition frequency [kHz] 10.0 6.5 8 5–7

Receiver field of view [mrad] 0.83 0.56 1.1 0.45
Sample rate [MHz] 15 15 30 100

CHM15k data are corrected for incomplete optical overlap using a dynamic model to account
for effects induced by internal temperature variations [25]. Following [22], attenuated backscatter
is considered applicable for MLH detection where the overlap function exceeds 5% (Appendix A,
Table A1). The optical overlap functions provided by the manufacturer for the two CHM15k both
exceed this threshold above ~240 m range. However, after applying the dynamic sensor-specific
overlap models, the STRATfinder minimum detection limit of the CHM15k at Palaiseau is reduced to
~210 m range while increased to ~255 m for the Payerne sensor.

The CL31 reaches complete optical overlap at ~70 m range; however, corrections for near-range
artefacts are necessary [24]. After the instrument-related background is accounted for, observations
with low SNR are excluded [24] prior to applying CABAM.

To assess applicability of the procedures to other ALC models (Section 4), observations of a Lufft
CHM8k and a Vaisala CL51 are processed in addition (Supplementary Materials S.3).

AMDAR air temperature profiles from planes leaving or arriving at Paris’ two airports (Charles de
Gaulle, 49◦ 1′ 22′′ N, 2◦ 30′ 23′′ E; Orly, 48◦ 43′ 0′′ N, 2◦ 23′ 4′′ E) are used to determine thermodynamic
heights marking the ABLH or MLH (Section 2.4). AMDAR profiles are extracted within the area ±1◦ of
Paris up to a height ≤ 4 km from the Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (CEDA, [32]).

3. Results

The STRATfinder and CABAM algorithms are applied to automatically detect MLH at Payerne
and Palaiseau (Section 2.5). Analyses of the algorithms’ performance consider the MLH detection
success when applied to the two ALC types (Section 3.1), in comparison to independent thermodynamic
ABL indicators (Section 3.2), their ability to provide average diurnal and seasonal variations of ABL
heights (Section 3.3), and MLH agreement for individual time periods (Section 3.4).

For direct comparison, STRATfinder results are block-averaged to 15 min to match the CABAM
temporal resolution, but the respective range resolution (30 m for STRATfinder, 10 m for CABAM) is
maintained. Given boundary layer clouds can significantly affect ABL heights [28], the CABAM ABL
classification is used to differentiate between predominantly clear-sky conditions and days with cloud
influence. This classification uses CABAM MLH and cloud statistics (CBH and cloud cover) derived
from the CL31 measurements.

Common metrics are applied to quantify the agreement between STRATfinder and CABAM results:
root mean square error (RMSE), mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE), coefficient of
determination (R2), linear regression described by slope (a) and intercept (b), and hit rate (HR). The latter
is defined as the percentage of discrepancies remaining below a set threshold. Statistics are calculated
overall and split by time of day using four periods with distinct characteristics during the diurnal
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course of the ABL development: night-time (NT: sunset + 2 h until sunrise), morning (MO: sunrise
until sunrise + 4 h), daytime (DT: sunrise + 4 h until sunset − 2 h), and evening (EV: sunset − 2 h until
sunset + 2 h). Solar position at the two sites is estimated using the R package insol [38].

3.1. Detection Rates and Quality Control

High data availability (attenuated backscatter at Payerne (Palaiseau) observed 98% (89–94%) of
the time) allowed for MLH detection to be performed on large datasets. After all quality control flags
are applied (Figure 2), more MLH results are available from STRATfinder (82% at Payerne, 73% at
Palaiseau) compared to CABAM (51% at Payerne, 56% at Palaiseau). Of these, MLH is detected by
both algorithms simultaneously 44% (46%) of the time at Payerne (Palaiseau). Data availability by
season and time of day at both sites are sufficient for analysis (37–54%; Table 2).

Figure 2. Frequency of missing data from CHM15k and CL31 ALC and quality control flags obtained
for MLH detected with STRATfinder and CABAM at Payerne and Palaiseau based on 15 min estimates:
no suitable layer assigned to MLH, the automatic algorithms considered the profile too complex for
MLH detection due to precipitation, or results were found inconsistent during post-processing quality
control (Section 2.3) due to precipitation, insufficient layer height variability in the near-range, temporal
discontinuity, daytime underestimation, or nocturnal overestimation.

Table 2. Data availability [%] of periods when both CABAM and STRATfinder results pass quality
control at the two sites, stratified by season and time of day with NT (night-time: sunset + 2 h until
sunrise), MO (morning: sunrise until sunrise + 4 h), DT (daytime: sunrise + 4 h until sunset − 2 h),
and EV (evening: sunset − 2 h until sunset + 2 h).

Payerne Palaiseau
All NT MO DT EV All NT MO DT EV

Winter 44 53 46 47 39 48 53 48 53 45
Spring 41 45 38 42 41 47 48 42 53 47

Summer 43 38 37 49 38 47 45 43 52 51
Autumn 49 54 45 49 49 43 47 40 47 40

In a few complex cases (2% at both sites), no layer was detected by STRATfinder. CABAM does
not assume a continuous layer throughout the day so that layer heights may be interrupted when no
significant gradient is present in the attenuated backscatter profile at a consistent height. These layer
gaps and insufficient SNR explain the higher data fraction, with no MLH detected by the low-SNR
ALC (12% at Payerne, 8% at Palaiseau). At Payerne, CABAM flags more periods with complex
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precipitation patterns (16%) compared to STRATfinder (2%), while the internal precipitation flag is
more consistent between algorithms (7–9%) at Palaiseau. Further refinement of the respective modules
implemented for detection of precipitation could help increase agreement of this quality flag between
algorithms. Still, the internal precipitation flag is preferable to simply excluding time periods based on
auxiliary precipitation measurements because such data may not always be available, and commonly
used systems (such as tipping buckets) do not capture the complexity of precipitation affecting the
attenuated backscatter profiles. During post-processing quality control (Section 2.3), about the same
amount of data (5–8%) are further excluded due to precipitation for results from the two algorithms.

Few periods are excluded due to unrealistic layer height variability below 300 m for both methods
at both sites (1–2%). CABAM results are slightly more often discarded due to unrealistic temporal
discontinuity (5% at both sites) compared to STRATfinder (3%). Additional 3–4% (~1%) of CABAM
results are flagged for daytime underestimation (nocturnal overestimation).

3.2. Evaluation against Thermodynamic Boundary Layer Height

The Palaiseau MLH from STRATfinder and CABAM are evaluated using thermodynamic layer
heights derived for the Paris region based on temperature profiles collected by AMDAR (Section 2.4).
The high density of reporting airplanes permitted the parcel method height (zPM) and the height of first
temperature inversion (z∆T) to be detected 7% and 21% of the time, respectively. Given multi-layer
clouds at the top of the ABL are often associated with high temporal variability in the observed
temperature profile, days with multi-layer clouds (range of reported CBH between 5 h after sunrise
and sunset > 1000 m) or rainfall (diagnosed from ALC) are excluded from analysis. Further, only
days are selected when all three methods have data. With most zPM available in spring and summer,
simultaneous layer estimates with the ALC are available for about 2% of the total analysis period.

Overall comparison between the AMDAR layer height zPM and CABAM and STRATfinder
estimates (Table 3; Figure 3) indicate the two ALC-based methods have similar statistical agreement.
Absolute deviations are slightly smaller for STRATfinder leading to lower MAE and RMSE values and
slightly higher hit rates, i.e., overall 79% (75%) of the STRATfinder (CABAM) MLH are within 300 m of
the parcel method estimates.

Table 3. Comparison between Paris region AMDAR parcel method (zPM), thermodynamic layer height,
and Palaiseau ALC-derived mixed layer height with CABAM and STRATfinder algorithms for times
when all three methods are available, stratified by season (DJF: winter, MAM: spring, JJA: summer,
SON: autumn). Metrics are: number of samples (N), mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error
(MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), hit rate (HR) with a 300 m absolute deviation threshold, slope
(a) and intercept (b) of linear relation, and coefficient of determination (R2).

STRATfinder CABAM
All DJF MAM JJA SON All DJF MAM JJA SON

N 2530 184 836 1136 374 2530 184 836 1136 374
MBE [m] −54 −69 −52 −63 −26 −10 −16 0 −36 47
MAE [m] 200 207 201 198 198 213 189 203 229 203
RMSE [m] 280 293 291 270 277 303 265 295 317 296

HR [%] 79 77 79 79 79 75 80 77 72 78
a 0.92 0.78 0.88 0.95 0.87 0.93 0.8 0.92 0.94 0.99

b [m] 38 81 78 11 97 70 115 87 43 61
R2 0.75 0.53 0.66 0.77 0.69 0.7 0.59 0.65 0.67 0.67
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Figure 3. Mixed layer height (MLH) derived from ALC observations at Palaiseau with (left) STRATfinder
and (right) CABAM algorithms relative to Paris region AMDAR observations analysed with the parcel
method (zPM) by season (colour; DJF: winter, MAM: spring, JJA: summer, SON: autumn) with 1:1
relations (solid line) and linear fit (dashed, all; Table 3). Days with precipitation or multi-level cloud
layers are excluded.

STRATfinder has a small negative bias to zPM, consistent with other comparisons of thermodynamic
layers heights and aerosol-derived MLH [32,39]. CABAM overestimates occur (Figure 3) at times
when false layers are detected within the noise region above the ABL as a result of the low SNR signal
recorded by the CL31. As the quality control procedure (Section 2.3) is not able to capture all such
instances, these over-estimations bring the MBE closer to zero for CABAM (Table 3).

Assessed against AMDAR thermodynamic layer heights, the performance of CABAM at
Palaiseau (Table 3) is markedly better than reported for the long-term dataset from London, UK [17].
Improvements of the CABAM MLH by application of the automatic quality control is unlikely
responsible for the smaller errors reported here, given supervised layer detection was used in London
to minimise false layer attribution. However, zPM is a more appropriate MLH reference than the
temperature inversion height used to evaluate the London MLH, with the latter often marking the top
of the residual layer [17]. As synoptic conditions and cloud dynamics modify ABL complexity and
sublayer configurations, they may also influence the performance statistics at the two sites.

Comparison of STRATfinder MLH to AMDAR zPM (Table 3) indicates slightly poorer performance
than previous evaluations of its predecessors to radiosonde ascents interpreted with the bulk Richardson
method [40]. Estimates at noon for one year at Payerne using pathfinderTURB had a similar MBE
(~−50 m) but a RMSE of 162 m (R2 = 0.85) [22]. STRAT+ MLH at Palaiseau during spring and summer
(5 months) was found to be within± 150 m of radiosonde layer estimates for 94% of the time (R2 = 0.968).
The higher discrepancies between STRATfinder and the AMDAR layer estimates could be explained
by a combination of different sources of uncertainty:

• While previous evaluations against radiosondes were limited to midday conditions (noon ascents),
the current AMDAR assessment spans the whole day, including nocturnal periods (Figure 4).

• The mode of data collection for the temperature profile contributes to the uncertainty. While the
absolute measurement accuracy of AMDAR data is less than for radiosondes [41], systematic
temperature biases are not critical to the ABL layer height detection [34]. However, the vertical
resolution of the temperature profiles is usually higher for radiosondes compared to AMDAR.
Further, horizontal displacement is greater for airplane flight paths (~10 km km−1, ∆x ∆z−1) than
radiosondes (~1 km km−1) [34], which cause changes in both vertical mixing and ABL height
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when there are variations in orography and/or land-cover [42]. Substantial spatial variations in
ABL heights have been found in the Paris area during spring and summer [43].

• Uncertainty arises from thermodynamic retrieval of layer heights from AMDAR and radiosonde
profiles. The parcel method and the bulk Richardson method can give different results (e.g., peak
MLH at Payerne had MAE of 50–250 m [5]). By selecting only days when these two methods
are in “good” agreement (difference < 250 m), Poltera et al. [22] likely removed more complex
conditions that lead to a mismatch between aerosol-derived and radiosonde-based MLH estimates.
Unfortunately, as the bulk Richardson method requires wind data that are very rarely reported
in the AMDAR system, it is not applied here despite being considered better for estimating the
convective boundary layer height [5].

• The auxiliary data used by STRAT+ to derive MLH may help reduce uncertainty in aerosol-based
layer detection. Further, application to a high-power lidar [15] rather than an ALC likely decreases
false layer detection.

Figure 4. Atmospheric boundary layer heights derived from observations at Palaiseau (ALC with the
STRATfinder and CABAM algorithms) and Paris region (AMDAR) for (a,c) spring and (b,d) summer
for (a,b) mixed layer height (MLH) with median (lines) and inter-quartile range (shading) and (c,d)
total atmospheric boundary layer height (ABLH) with daytime peak MLH (marker).

Still, the AMDAR dataset provides a beneficial reference for the evaluation the ALC methods as
radiosonde ascents [44] do not allow full diurnal evolution of the ABL heights to be assessed.

It is further evaluated how the average seasonal diurnal evolution of the ABL heights compares
between the aerosol-based methods and the thermodynamic approach (Figure 4). More simultaneous
data are available in spring and summer (Table 3) when unstable atmospheric conditions are more
frequent. Here, the MLH is the median zPM from sunrise + 3 h until sunset, the 10th percentile of z∆T

for the night and early morning. The average ABLH is the 75th percentile of the seasonal z∆T statistics.
MLH from both ALC-based methods have a similar diurnal pattern to the AMDAR derived

diagnostics (Figure 4a,b). While the AMDAR MLH has considerable uncertainty and temporal
variability at night when layers are shallower, the median MLH agrees well during the early morning
growth (2–3 h past sunrise). Overall, median AMDAR MLH is within the inter-quartile range of
both ALC-derived MLH. In summer, STRATfinder daytime maxima are closer to the AMDAR results
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(Figure 4b) as the low SNR of the CL31 means periods with deep ABL development are neither always
captured accurately by CABAM nor filtered by the quality control (Section 2.3).

The various physical processes related to turbulent mixing and entrainment may result in characteristic
vertical profiles of wind, temperature, moisture, and aerosol [45]. Detected layer boundaries differ slightly
depending on the method and tracer(s) used. Previous studies found thermodynamic layer heights
derived from Doppler wind lidar measurements tend to rise ahead of ALC-based MLH, often reaching
greater daytime peak values [31,39]. Layer heights derived from microwave radiometer profiles [5]
showed an earlier and faster boundary layer morning growths of results derived based on the bulk
Richardson method compared to those from the parcel method. Here, AMDAR MLH starts growing at
a similar time as the ALC-derived MLH estimates but then continues to rise at a higher rate to slightly
greater heights. Hence, it appears that layer estimates that incorporate wind or turbulence observations
tend to detect earlier and faster boundary layer growth compared to methods solely based on temperature
and aerosol-based MLH further lag behind the latter.

Given the considerable uncertainty in the ABLH statistics (e.g., substantial temporal variability,
Figure 4c,d), only a qualitative first-order comparison of the seasonal average diurnal ABLH based on
temperature inversions and ALC is conducted. All three methods indicate an ABLH at a reasonable
height above the nocturnal MLH. However, the median diurnal ABLH from the ALC are systematically
lower compared to the AMDAR ABLH reference, with a greater underestimation by CABAM
(−405 m/−189 m on average in spring/summer) than by STRATfinder (−191 m/−84 m in spring/summer)
for the time between sunset and sunrise + 3 h. After this, the AMDAR ABLH mostly falls in-between
the CABAM and STRATfinder layer estimates. In autumn and winter (insufficient data for metrics),
the temperature inversions are frequently closer to the ABLH results from CABAM.

According to classical ABL theory [45], the mixed layer is expected to extend over the whole ABL
following the morning growth period. However, not all methods show the MLH merging into the
ABLH (Section 2) during the day on average (Figure 4). While this behaviour is nicely reproduced by
ABLH from STRATfinder and AMDAR, CABAM ABLH is strongly overestimated, hence exceeding
peak MLH by 512 m (610 m) in spring (summer). This is the first time ABLH is derived in addition to
MLH from both AMDAR and ALC observations. Although considerable uncertainty remains for the
ABLH derived from low-SNR ALC observations, both AMDAR and ALC analysis have the potential
to capture the full ABL sublayer configuration including both the mixed layer and the residual layer.
This illustrates the need and benefits of further algorithm development and improved quality control.

3.3. Average ABL Heights

The STRATfinder and CABAM ability to characterise the ABL heights at the two study sites is
assessed. The two independent aerosol-based methods have very similar median diurnal cycle of MLH
by season at both Payerne (Figure 5a–d) and Palaiseau (Figure 5e–h). MLH tends to decrease through
the night, most evident in the CABAM Palaiseau results. As expected [28,36], MLH starts to rise a few
hours after sunrise, with peak values in the afternoon. Median MLH peaks at similar levels at these
two sites (Figure 5). The average growth is slightly steadier at Payerne. MLH decreases once there
is reduced buoyant activity in the afternoon. In Palaiseau, in spring and summer, this may be hours
before sunset, while the height remains rather constant in Payerne. In winter and autumn, at neither
site do the two algorithms detect a decay in median MLH before sunset. However, in summer during
the evening transition, differences between two ALC types are apparent with the CABAM MLH on
average decreasing ahead of the STRATfinder results. These findings should be interpreted with care
as the number of data points used to calculate average MLH is considerably lower around sunset
(Figure 5) due to changes in solar position over the course of a season. Furthermore, the time of MLH
decay is particularly challenging to track using aerosol-based methods as the formation of gradients in
attenuated backscatter is likely to depend on aerosol characteristics (e.g., size distributions).
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Figure 5. Seasonal median (line) and inter-quartile range (shading) diurnal pattern of MLH derived
using STRATfinder and CABAM with time relative to sunrise at (a–d) Payerne and (e–f) Palaiseau,
with (middle panel) mean and median of the differences and (bottom panel) number of samples in (a,e)
winter, (b,f) spring, (c,g) summer, and (d,h) autumn. Times with number of samples < 50 are excluded.
Triangle symbol indicates seasonal average solar noon.

Mostly, the two algorithms capture a very similar behaviour of the nocturnal MLH. However,
STRATfinder has slightly larger values at both sites during winter. The very low variability of nocturnal
STRATfinder MLH around sunrise in spring and summer at Payerne suggests the algorithm tends to
follow the lowest detection limit (Section 2.1) leading to a small average under-estimation compared to
CABAM. During morning growth, CABAM MLH occasionally rises ahead of the STRATfinder results,
which could be explained by aerosol gradients within or at the top of the residual layer being mistaken
for the mixed layer height. This leads to a very small positive bias for CABAM during this time of day.

Overall, the seasonal average MLH from the two ALC have both mean and median differences
mostly within ±100 m and very similar diurnal ABL behaviour.

When differentiating between clear and cloudy conditions (not shown), a similar agreement
between the average MLH patterns from the two algorithms is found. At both sites, the two algorithms
detect greater summer peak MLH on days with convective clouds compared to cloud-free conditions.
The effect of a deeper MLH when clouds are forming at the top of the ABL during deep convection is
consistent with earlier studies at Palaiseau [36] and London [28].

3.4. Direct Comparison of MLH from High-SNR and Low-SNR ALC

Comparison of individual 15 min MLH estimates from STRATfinder and CABAM (Table 4, Figure 6)
confirms the general agreement of the two algorithms at both sites (Section 3.3). Across all data, the linear
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regression slope is close to unity with a negligible intercept and small MBE. Substantial deviations
between MLH from the two methods do occur occasionally (Figure S1) leading to MAE ~200 m and
RMSE ~350 m. Still, MLH from the two methods are within 300 m of each other for 77–80% of the time
(Figure 6). Given the slightly larger scatter at Payerne, there is marginally better statistical agreement
between the methods at Palaiseau. From the summary statistics (Table 4), the aerosol-based MLH
determined using the two ALC algorithms are in similar agreement as when either is compared to the
thermodynamic layer heights (Section 3.2).

Table 4. Comparison statistics between ALC-based MLH from CABAM and STRATfinder algorithms
at Payerne and Palaiseau for all periods and stratified by time of day (see Figure 6 and Table 3
or definitions).

Payerne Palaiseau
All NT MO DT EV All NT MO DT EV

N 45211 17590 8064 12734 6823 72867 29018 13408 19127 11314
MBE [m] 15 8 −55 −13 169 −4 7 −22 −65 96
MAE [m] 214 183 187 215 325 192 175 153 195 277
RMSE [m] 362 281 308 375 539 326 271 256 350 458

a 1.03 0.32 0.38 1.07 1.2 0.95 0.55 0.39 0.92 1.14
b [m] −5 268 238 −83 14 28 178 226 27 −30

R2 0.53 0.02 0.21 0.56 0.39 0.64 0.07 0.18 0.61 0.5

Figure 6. Frequency distribution of the difference between MLH obtained by STRATfinder and CABAM
(∆MLH) at Payerne and Palaiseau for (a) all data and stratified by time of day: (b) NT (night-time:
sunset + 2 h until sunrise), (c) MO (morning: sunrise until sunrise + 4 h), (d) DT (daytime: sunrise + 4 h
until sunset − 2 h), and (e) EV (evening: sunset − 2 h until sunset + 4 h). Statistics by site: percentage
of periods when absolute ∆MLH below certain thresholds and total number of samples N.

Positive and negative deviations between the STRATfinder and CABAM MLH occur during all
periods of the day (Figure 6). At night, the MAE remains below 200 m and the MBE indicates no clear
bias between methods. As CABAM’s MLH morning growth is occasionally too rapid (Section 3.3),
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a small negative bias of STRATfinder is detected for morning (MO) and daytime (DT) periods. When the
MLH estimates are particularly similar (< 100 m), CABAM MLH is 6% (10%) more likely to be greater
than the STRATfinder-derived layer estimate at Payerne (Palaiseau).

As the CABAM MLH starts to decrease earlier than the STRATfinder MLH (Section 3.3), the MBE
is positive and substantial around sunset. During the evening (EV), STRATfinder MLH is 15% (21%)
more likely to exceed the corresponding CABAM result by more than 100 m than vice versa at Palaiseau
(Payerne). Although a similar number of MLH results from the two algorithms are within 100 m
of each other during all periods of the day (Figure 6), the relative deviations are smaller during DT
and EV when the absolute magnitude of MLH is greatest. Hence, more MLH values are close to the
1:1 line in the direct comparison (Figure S1) during daytime and evening, leading to an improved
linear regression slope and higher coefficient of determination compared to night-time (NT) and MO
(Table 4).

The relatively low linear regression slope and coefficient of determination during night and early
morning (Table 4) are partly explained by the increased likelihood of STRATfinder MLH being close
to its minimum detection height. At night, CABAM frequently has MLH below 200 m at Payerne
(Palaiseau) (28% (30%) of the times when both have values). STRATfinder can only detect layers below
the minimum detection limit associated with the incomplete optical overlap (Section 2.5) when low
clouds or fog are present. As a result, the distributions of MLH at night clearly differ between the two
ALC sensor types (Figure 7). Instead of detecting layers below 200 m, STRATfinder assigns layers above
250 m (200 m) at Payerne (Palaiseau). 40% of the nocturnal MLH are between 250–300 m at Payerne as
the CHM15k detection limit is higher than for the Palaiseau sensor (Section 2.5). Both algorithms agree
nocturnal MLH ≤ 300 m are similarly likely at the two sites (42% at Payerne; 44% at Palaiseau of times
when both have data, which is 42% (Payerne) and 45% (Palaiseau) of the possible nocturnal periods).

Figure 7. Frequency distribution (up to 1000 m) of MLH obtained by STRATfinder and CABAM at
Payerne and Palaiseau at night (sunset + 2 h until sunrise), with cumulative frequency (lines).

CABAM nocturnal layer heights have a slightly wider distribution at Palaiseau, but MLH up to
~550 m occur more frequently with the STRATfinder method as its nocturnal search region is restricted
by an upper boundary (Section 2.1). Hence, the nocturnal distribution of STRATfinder MLH is sensitive
to the user-specified search region. For example, using a search region of 1000 m (cf. 700 m used in the
current analysis, Appendix A) creates a positive nocturnal bias (cf. CABAM) at both sites. Note, as the
maximum search region also depends on the tracked ABLH (Section 2.1), it is possible for the MLH to
exceed the nocturnal maximum specified by the user.

4. Discussion of Site and Sensor Specifics

Applying automatic algorithms to detect the MLH, and potentially ABLH, in a diverse sensor
network requires sensor-specific characteristics to be accounted for. The algorithms STRATfinder
(Section 2.1) and CABAM (Section 2.2) are designed to take advantage of high-SNR and low-SNR
ALC observations, respectively. While discrepancies remain between the methods applied to process
observations from the two ALC types (Section 3), their results show very similar seasonal diurnal
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configurations of the ABL (Section 3.3) and even often agree when individual 15 min values are
compared (Section 3.4).

As the algorithms are tested for specific ALC sensors (i.e., Lufft CHM15k [22] for STRATfinder
and Vaisala CL31 for CABAM [17]), a first-order assessment of their applicability to other ALC models
is performed. For this, STRATfinder is used with Lufft CHM8k data and CABAM with Vaisala CL51
data (Supplementary Materials S.3). Applying the algorithms to the different ALC models is straight
forward and without requiring software alterations.

For reference, the CHM15k STRATfinder MLH is used. Both the STRATfinder CHM8k and CABAM
CL51 data are affected by the SNR. Given the signal strength of the CHM8k is lower than for the CHM15k
(Table 1), uncertainties increase during daytime peak convection, especially when the ABL configuration
is complex. Occasionally an overestimation of CHM8k MLH (cf. CHM15k) occurs when the pathfinding
algorithm has difficulties distinguishing between the signal in the ABL and either the noise in the
free atmosphere, elevated aerosol, or cloud layers aloft. Case studies (Supplementary Materials
S.3.1) highlight the importance of absolute calibration of attenuated backscatter [46,47], as this would
allow consistent parameter settings across a diverse network. CL51 data are less noisy than CL31
observations (Table 1) leading to slightly better agreement with the STRATfinder CHM15k results
(Supplementary Materials S.3.2), even without application of the deep convection module. These first
comparisons suggest that the two automatic algorithms are flexible for application in a network setting
and further highlight that algorithm performance depends on the quality of the input data provided.

Contrasting SNR characteristics of commonly deployed ALC (CHM15k, CL31) motivated the
classification into high- and low-SNR categories. As the low-SNR CL31 does not permit good quality
variance fields to be derived, STRATfinder is not suitable to use for this model. However, applying
STRATfinder based on CL51 data still needs to be evaluated. Given the CL51 and CHM8k similarities
(Table 1), further analysis of long-term measurements with comparison to high-power sensor data
could help determine which SNR category is the best fit for these ALC models.

As the choice of site-specific settings (Appendix A) influences the agreement between STRATfinder
and CABAM MLH (Section 3), it is important to consider how parameters affect performance by time
of day:

(1) Night: While the STRATfinder MLH search region has an upper limit set, the lower limit is
defined by the optical overlap of the individual CHM15k sensor. CABAM can assign any height
if there is no other layer below and the layer is temporally consistent. Nocturnal overestimation
by CABAM (currently mostly excluded by post-processing quality control) could be reduced
if absolute restrictions were implemented, such as for STRATfinder. However, performance
in complex cases requires further evaluation. The STRATfinder upper search limit affects the
nocturnal MLH distribution, as multiple significant gradients in attenuated backscatter may
occur within the residual layer. As STRATfinder does not necessarily follow the layer closest
to the ground but rather the stronger negative gradient, elevated layer boundaries within or at
the top of the RL may be assigned instead of a weak MLH. Additionally, the instrument optical
overlap function is demonstrated (Section 3.4, Figure 7) to impact the detection at very low layer
heights. When interpreting MLH results from multiple sensors across a network, this effect must
be considered.

(2) Morning: As STRATfinder uses a pathfinding method, while CABAM connects layers via a
decision tree, methodological differences affect their relative performance during morning growth
of the mixed layer. CABAM’s rules decide if a layer above or one later in time should be appended
to form a consistent MLH estimate. When the MLH rises quickly, the upward turbulent transport
of aerosols and entrainment of residual layer air with potentially contrasting characteristics
means layer boundaries may not increase in height steadily., MLH can rather suddenly connect
to layers existing above and may even alternate up and down (e.g., [48]). While STRATfinder can
follow a more complex path, CABAM decisions are simpler, being based on three growth limit
values for short-, medium-, and long-distance layer connections (Appendix A). Where rapid, deep
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convection is common (e.g., Palaiseau), these values need to be set accordingly. Hence, different
CABAM settings are used at the two sites in this study. The STRATfinder pathfinding upper
boundary is derived from a series of user-defined settings (Section 2.1), including a nocturnal
and daytime maximum and a specific growth rate when transitioning between those limits in
the morning.

(3) Daytime: Both methods require a physically possible daytime maximum ABLH to be
specified (Appendix A). However, it has minimal impact on performance (unless set too low).
During daytime deep convection, a low-SNR sensor is clearly inferior to high-SNR observations.
False layers induced by noise may lead to both over- and under-estimation of peak MLH values,
depending on the growth limit settings. The improved CABAM performance at Palaiseau with
CL51 (cf. CL31) data illustrates this source of uncertainty. The new deep convection module
generally improves CABAM performance for CL31 input at Palaiseau where fast growing mixed
layers occur frequently during spring and summer. However, occasionally the residual layer may
not be completely entrained into the mixed layer during morning growth, or aerosol layers may
be advected horizontally without being mixed into the ABL. Such detached, elevated aerosol
layers create a very complex ABL that makes MLH tracing even more challenging. On such days,
the deep convection module leads to severe MLH overestimation that is not removed by the
post-processing quality control. In mountainous Payerne, detached aerosol layers are commonly
observed above the ABL [22], so the deep convection module would lead to frequent daytime
overestimation and is hence not activated. In addition, activating the deep convection module for
MLH detection in an area where the ABL is generally shallower than over Palaiseau [17,28] (e.g.,
London, UK, where CABAM was developed) could decrease daytime performance.

It has been demonstrated, that the two independent ALC algorithms give comparable MLH
estimates. Fully automatic application in a network requires objective methods to specify suitable,
site (and potentially sensor) -specific settings. First-order estimates of the general search region limits
can be obtained from other ABL methods (e.g., radiosondes) and/or based on the cloud base height
climatology given the importance of cloud dynamics to the ABL. Cloud base height data are typically
available at ALC sites (prior to recording attenuated backscatter profiles) or can be obtained from other
sources (e.g., weather reports). Noise levels of the instrument could be exploited (e.g., to estimate
likelihood of false layer detection from low-SNR observations).

5. Conclusions

With increasing density of automatic lidar and ceilometer (ALC) networks the complexity of
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) dynamics that result from the vast heterogeneity of the Earth’s
surface and cloud processes will be better captured. This is crucial to provide more detailed information
for the evaluation of high-resolution numerical models and potentially aid data assimilation. In July
2020, the European ALC network within the EUMETNET E-PROFILE initiative had 333 ALC across
22 countries [49]. Where land cover or orography are particularly diverse, efforts are being made
to further increase sensor density. Reliable, automatic methods are needed to derive higher order
products, such as the ABL heights, from this vast amount of data.

Here, two algorithms for automatic detection of the ABL heights are compared to assess their
ability to provide consistent information in a heterogeneous ALC network. Commonly used ALC can
be roughly divided into (1) relatively high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and (2) rather low SNR. The two
methods considered are designed to exploit these respective types. STRATfinder, a synthesis of two
existing ALC algorithms, is applied for the first time to track the mixed layer height (MLH) and the
height of the ABL (ABLH) from high-SNR ALC observations. CABAM, developed for low-SNR ALC
to track MLH and additional layers composing the residual layer, is improved and made more flexible
for application in a network setting. While both algorithms perform MLH detection at high temporal
resolution (≤1 min), 15 min averages are compared.
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Measurements from two E-PROFILE network sites with diverse ABL characteristics are used:
(1) rural Payerne (Switzerland) has orography that leads to a complex ABL with elevated aerosol layers
detached from the ABL and (2) suburban Palaiseau (Paris, France) has frequent rapid deep mixing in
spring and summer. Nearly 3 years (Payerne) and 4.5 years (Palaiseau) of simultaneous observations
from the two ALC types are analysed.

First the ALC data are processed to E-PROFILE standards to account for sensor specific artefacts
and ensure the profile observations are more consistent between instruments. Both algorithms consider
the presence of clouds and precipitation to exclude periods when MLH cannot reliably be determined
from attenuated backscatter profile observations. Additional filters are applied during post-processing
to remove MLH results that appear physically unreasonable (e.g., based on temporal consistency).
After quality control, STRATfinder provides more data. At both sites, simultaneous MLH results are
available for nearly 50% of the time, with rather homogeneous diurnal and seasonal distribution.

Agreement between the two independent aerosol-based algorithms is similar to when either is
compared to thermodynamic layer heights derived from temperature profiles gathered across the Paris
region by the Aircraft Meteorological Data Relay (AMDAR; [32]). AMDAR parcel method derived
heights are slightly greater than ALC MLH in the morning growth period. This suggests the boundary
layer height growth differs with the tracer analysed: faster growth occurs if variations in wind or
turbulence are analysed, compared to layer heights solely diagnosed from temperature profiles, which
again grow slightly faster than aerosol-based layer estimates. ALC results and AMDAR statistics
converge during the day to very similar peak layer heights. MLH from the different methods are
within 300 m of each other for about 80% of the time.

Average seasonal diurnal patterns of the ABL described by MLH from STRATfinder and CABAM
are very similar, both for cloudy and cloud-free conditions. The greatest discrepancy occurs during
the evening decay of the mixed layer around sunset, when STRATfinder has a delayed decline of the
mixed layer (cf. CABAM). The MLH decay is challenging to track using aerosol-based information as
the gradients in attenuated backscatter likely depend on aerosol characteristics (e.g., size distributions).

With a low-SNR ALC, layer detection uncertainty increases when MLH rises fast to high peak
levels (above 2000 m), as instrument-related noise can cause gradients in attenuated backscatter within
the mixed layer that may be falsely assigned to the MLH. The new deep convection module improves
performance for such spring and summer days at Palaiseau, but it occasionally leads to over-estimation
when detached elevated aerosol layers occur above the ABL.

Correlation between MLH from the ALC methods is lower at night and early morning (cf. day-time
when the mixed layer is well-established). While layers as low as 50 m can be derived by CABAM with
the low-SNR ALC, the high-SNR ALC is poorer at detecting shallow layers because of its incomplete
optical overlap. As the optical overlap function is instrument-specific the respective instrument’s blind
zone (here below 250 m at Payerne, below 200 m at Palaiseau) affects the distribution of shallow layer
heights detected. At both sites the algorithms agree on the probability of nocturnal MLH to be below
300 m (42–44% of times when both have data available). Further do STRATfinder user settings affect
the distribution of nocturnal layer results and consequently the agreement between the ALC methods
during this time.

First-order estimates of total ABLH are compared, with AMDAR and STRATfinder having
reasonable agreement in spring and summer. Both confirm the textbook expectation of the mixed
layer extending over the whole ABL once full daytime development is reached. CABAM’s ABLH is
significantly overestimated during the day suggesting a dedicated module to track ABLH is needed.
Results demonstrate the full ABL sublayer configuration can be characterised automatically solely
based on ALC observations provided careful data analyses and quality control. Being able to analyse
not only the mixed layer but also the evolution of the residual layer has distinct advantages for
interpreting air quality measurements and modelling.

The present analysis shows very good agreement between the MLH from high- and low-SNR ALC
can be achieved at two sites with differing ABL dynamics. Careful selection of site-specific parameters
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generally improves algorithm performance. To apply the automatic ABL methods across a wider range
of stations within a diverse network, general criteria are needed to objectively determine appropriate
settings. This could use cloud base height statistics. The absolute calibration of recorded ALC signal
into units of attenuated backscatter is essential for generic thresholds to be specified. With attenuated
backscatter routinely calibrated and corrected for instrument-specific artefacts, objective site-specific
settings will allow high-quality products of ABL heights to be possible at national and continental scale.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/12/19/3259/s1,
Section S.1: CABAM deep convection module; Section S.2: Figure S1. MLH derived from high-SNR ALC
observations using STRATfinder cf. low-SNR ALC using CABAM at (row 1) Payerne and (row 2) Palaiseau during
(columns) the day (sunrise + 4 h until sunset − 2 h), evening (sunset ± 2 h), morning (sunrise until sunrise + 4 h),
and night (sunset + 2 h until sunrise).; Section S.3: Figure S2: Attenuated backscatter from the CHM15kx at the
LMU site for the period 17–19 May 2019 with (lower panel) cloud base height (CBH) and STRATfinder MLH and
ABLH.; Figure S3: As Figure S2 but for CHM8k.; Figure S4: MLH at Palaiseau derived using CABAM with two
low-SNR ALC models: (row 1) CL51 and (row 2) CL31, compared to STRATfinder MLH with high-SNR ALC
CHM15k measurements when all are available, stratified by time of day: (from sunrise + 4 h until sunset − 2 h),
evening (sunset ± 2 h), morning (sunrise until sunrise + 4 h), and night (sunset + 2 h until sunrise).; Figure S5:
Night time (sunset + 2 h until sunrise) frequency distribution of MLH up to 1000 m at Palaiseau obtained by
STRATfinder from CHM15k, and CABAM from CL31 and CL51 observations when data from all three are available
(N = 9933).
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Appendix A Input parameters

Table A1. STRATfinder algorithm input parameters used. As the signal recorded by the ALC is not
absolutely calibrated into units of attenuated backscatter [46,47], signal-related thresholds are here
specified in arbitrary units (a.u.). See Poltera et al. [22] for details on variance calculations.

Group Parameter Name Description Value Used in
This Study

Calculation min Minimum height considered 0 m agl

max Maximum height considered 4500 m agl

Cloud window
Window size to smooth attenuated

backscatter when creating cloud mask
before variance calculations

11 time steps

threshold Attenuated backscatter exceeding this value
is excluded from variance calculations 107 a.u.

Instrument threshold_overlap Profile only considered above this limit of
optical overlap function 5%

http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/12/19/3259/s1
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Table A1. Cont.

Group Parameter Name Description Value Used in
This Study

MLHsettings threshold_molecular

Threshold used to identify lowest height in
attenuated backscatter profile where signal

particle scattering is negligible. Used to
define upper search region for ABLH.

104.6 a.u.

dayMax Maximum of ABLH search region
during day 4000 m agl

dayMin Minimum of ABLH search region
during day 0 m agl

evening Maximum of ABLH search region
during evening 2500 m agl

nightMax Maximum of MLH search region
during night 700 m agl

nightMin Maximum of MLH search region
during night 0 m agl

growth_onset Delay of growth onset relative to sunrise 10800 s

growth_rate Growth rate considered up from onset to
define maximum search region of MLH 300 m h−1

jump
Maximum allowed vertical displacement
between two adjacent paths tracked by

pathfinding algorithm
32.5 m

threshold_gradient
Threshold to define regions of increased

weights based on small or positive
vertical gradients

−5 · 10−4 a.u.

threshold_log10variance Threshold to define regions of increased
weights based on low variance 1010

Pathfinder window Period considered for each implementation
of pathfinding algorithm 1800 s

Variance highpassfilter Wavelength above with variance
contributions are omitted 1800 s

FFT_window Time window for variance calculations 3600 s

FFT_sample Time resolution for variance calculations 600 s

Table A2. As Table A1, but for CABAM input parameters.

Parameter Name Description Value Used in This Study
Palaiseau Payerne

climatological_limit Maximum height considered 4000 m agl 4000 m agl

growthlimit_intervals
Intervals defining small, medium,

and large distances allowed for
vertical layer connection

700, 1700, 2700 m 500, 1200, 2000 m

threshold_beta Threshold to detect signal strength
for deep convection module 3 · 10−7 a.u. 3 · 10−7 a.u.

threshold_gradient
Consider negative gradient in

attenuated backscatter significant if
stronger than this threshold

−4.5 · 10−10 a.u. −4.5 · 10−10 a.u.
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Table A2. Cont.

Parameter Name Description Value Used in This Study
Palaiseau Payerne

threshold_noiseCBL

Evaluate layers above this height for
deep convection module.

If threshold_noiseCBL equal
climatological_limit, deep

convection module is not activated

1000 m 4000 m

threshold_rain Threshold used to detect rain within
profile of attenuated backscatter 10−5 a.u. 10−5 a.u.
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